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Loyens & Loeff - London
A touch of gold for a leading international legal and tax firm.

Overview
With offices in their home judiciary markets, Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg,
and Switzerland, Loyens & Loeff are a leading international legal and tax firm with
a presence in key financial centres worldwide.
The firm’s London branch recently moved to its third location in the City, since first
opening there in 1993. Better suited to the business’s vision for the future and opting
for a boutique hotel-inspired design, the 15 Austin Friars location is designed to be
both modern and classic. Rejecting the traditional and formal perceptions of law
firm offices, the new location has been transformed into somewhere that combines
corporate function with a homely feel, inviting to staff and visitors.

The Challenge
The new office needed to be future-proofed: From the technology and
infrastructure to their water dispensing, it was important that every detail was
considered, and quality products installed.
Social and entertainment space: Loyens & Loeff envisioned an office/event hybrid
that would allow for a broad functionality.
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The Solution
The Billi tap is part of a larger multi-functional space,
carefully considered to fulfill the more social aspects the
office needed to include. The kitchen/breakout space is
designed to transition from everyday staff use to breakfast
seminars and evening networking events. As a central hub
for refreshments and internal collaboration, the space can
integrate with a large meeting room through the clever use of
bi-fold door partitioning which allows for complete flexibility
to break up or maximise the areas to suit any function.
“When designing the new office, one of the main priorities was
to be able to meet, network and collaborate with both clients
and visiting colleagues from our other offices. We wanted
those spaces to be smart and clean without any need to hide
certain areas from view.
The Billi tap we had installed was an integral feature of our new
breakout space. The biggest appeal was its multi-functionality
and aesthetics. Not only does the tap provide instant hot water,
eliminating the need for a kettle, it also includes a sparkling and
still water function as well. Furthermore, the modern simplicity
of the tap fits into the room’s sleek, clean design perfectly.”
Fiona Maclean, Office Manager

Billi Quadra Sparkling Unit
combined with a Urban Brass
XL tap

“ We love our Urban Brass XL
tap. It was a product that fitted in
perfectly with the other high-quality
brass details throughout the office
including handles, wall sockets and
light fittings”

Fiona Maclean
Office Manager
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